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Rails 3 Way, The (2nd Edition) (Addison-Wesley Professional Ruby Series)Addison Wesley, 2010

	The Rails™ 3 Way is a comprehensive resource that digs into the new features in Rails 3 and perhaps more importantly, the rationale behind them.

	—Yehuda Katz, Rails Core

	

	The Bible for Ruby on Rails Application Development 


	 

...
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Web Development and Design Foundations with XHTML, 5th EditionAddison Wesley, 2010


	Web Development and Design Foundations with XHTML is intended for use

	in a beginning Web development course. Since CSS has become a standard for

	Web design, this edition introduces CSS early on and integrates this topic

	throughout the text, including CSS-based page layouts.

	Using Hands-On Practice exercises and Web Site Case...
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LDAP Programming with Java(TM)Addison Wesley, 2000
In this book we’ve provided a very large number of examples for every aspect of
programming with Directory SDK for Java, from simple code snippets to more than
two dozen complete components and applications. You may be able to use some of
them as starting points for your own projects.

We do not discuss directory...
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The Old New Thing: Practical Development Throughout the Evolution of WindowsAddison Wesley, 2007
Why does Windows work the way it does? Why is Shut Down on the Start menu? (And why is there a Start button, anyway?) How can I tap into the dialog loop? Why does the GetWindowText function behave so strangely? Why are registry files called "hives"?
Many of Windows' quirks have perfectly logical explanations, rooted in...
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Concurrent Programming on WindowsAddison Wesley, 2008

	“When you begin using multi-threading throughout an application, the importance of clean architecture and design is critical. . . . This places an emphasis on understanding not only the platform’s capabilities but also emerging best practices. Joe does a great job interspersing best practices alongside theory...
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Adobe® Photoshop® CS2 Official JavaScript ReferenceAddison Wesley, 2005
Do you spend too much time doing repetitive production tasks  such as placing and replacing images, resizing them, dragging them from one  document to another, and preparing images for printing instead of being  creative? Do you use Adobe Photoshop CS2 and have some experience with  scripting? You're in luck. Since Adobe Creative...
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The Build Master: Microsoft's Software Configuration Management Best PracticesAddison Wesley, 2005
The first best-practice,  start-to-finish guide for the software build process

Managing builds is crucial to the profitable delivery of  high-quality software; however, the build process has been one of the  least-understood stages of the entire development lifecycle....
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LDAP Directories Explained: An Introduction and AnalysisAddison Wesley, 2003
Directory technology promises to solve the problem of  decentralized information that has arisen with the explosion of distributed  computing. Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) is a set of protocols  that has become the Internet standard for accessing information directories.  Until now, however, those curious about...
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Essential C# 2.0 (Microsoft .Net Development Series)Addison Wesley, 2006
Essential C# 2.0 is a clear, concise guide to C#—including the features new to C# 2.0. The book clearly presents material for beginners and experts and provides contrasts and comparisons between C# and other languages. The C# language is covered comprehensively and each important construct is illustrated with...
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Linux Kernel Development (3rd Edition)Addison Wesley, 2010

	Linux Kernel Development details the design and implementation of the Linux kernel, presenting the content in a manner that is beneficial to those writing and developing kernel code, as well as to programmers seeking to better understand the operating system and become more efficient and productive in their...
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The Ultimate Windows Server 2003 System Administrator's GuideAddison Wesley, 2003
Windows Server 2003 is more an update of Windows 2000 than a  new operating system. This latest version of the base Windows NT technology now  expands to support Microsoft's .NET Framework and new security initiatives. This  book reflects these changes by expanding our previous book, The Ultimate Windows...
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The Official Joomla! Book (Joomla! Press)Addison Wesley, 2010

	The Official Joomla! Book is the authoritative and comprehensive Joomla! reference for every administrator, developer, designer, and content manager. Distilling the unsurpassed experience of two long-time Joomla! contributors, it teaches exactly what you need to know, through practical example sites and crystal-clear...
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